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Is there now an age old battle between the Khazarian Mafia and the Russians being fought on 

Planet Earth that now coming to an end point? 

According to an unconfirmed report yesterday, Israel sent troops into Ukraine to fight the 

Russians for Zelensky’s army, and they were soundly defeated in short order. This kind of 

action seems to be a hopeless endeavor as the Russian Federation’s apparent complete 

weapons superiority (so far) seems to assure an RF victory in the Ukraine. 

And there are now confirmed reports that a secret Underground Base in the Ukraine near 

Kiev which was staffed by hundreds of NATO officers was hit and destroyed by a hypersonic 

RF missile fired from one of the RF fighter aircraft. 

Zelensky had claimed that the Ukraine was set to launch a major counteroffensive against the 

RF that would crush them and retake Crimea. So far no such thing has occurred, nor is it 

likely to occur at all. If the RF decides to it could remove all access to Kiev by highway and 

air in about 20 minutes and turn Brussels and NATO/Gladio/DVD to ashes in less than an 

hour. 

Supposedly the RF has not even deployed their most secret weaponry in the Ukraine which 

involves scalar frequency and time-warping technology of their advanced particle quantum 

physics. 

After 8 years of restraint while Russians in the Donbass were repeatedly attacked, sniped and 

terrorized by the efforts of the RKM cutouts inside America’s State Dept. who paid for and 

deployed the Maidan Coup d’état, the RF decided enough was enough and they could no 

longer tolerate the aggression of NATO against innocent Russians living there and their very 

RF borders as well as the violation of the Minsk Agreement. Obviously Crimea and Donbass 

were historically Russian and most citizens there spoke Russian and wanted to become part 

of the RF. 

RKM = Rothschild-controlled Khazarian Mafia 

And the extensive US and Western sanctions leveled against the RF appears to have greatly 

increased the economic might of the RF. The American blowing up of the natural gas 

pipeline to Europe appears to have brought immense oil profits to the RF. As the German 

people will find out in due time, this act to cut off their inexpensive RF natural gas will 

cripple their industrial might and economy, and transform them into a third world nation in 

due time. 

How strange for the German and EU leaders to favor this act of sabotage and the Globalist-

mandated destruction of their own societies and economies? What has been done to the brains 

of these Western leaders who are betraying their populace that pay their salaries and why do 

they want to destroy their own nations and their own sovereignty? 



The answer lies in what the top inverted sidekick of the head Globalist has stated: the human 

brain has been hacked. The Globalist top leadership has stated publicly, “in the future you 

will own nothing but will be happy”. Why? Because the masses have apparently had their 

brains mass hacked and they have been cloned to think with one mindset. Has all this been 

done by the deployment of very advanced Beyond-Black brain hacking technology? How 

come some people just are affected by these brain hacks? Seems evident that hardcore 

truthers and very independent strong-willed folks are impervious to all this. 

As you can imagine, if this Intel is accurate, RF weapons superiority poses a very dangerous 

situation for Israel if they continue trying to support the Ukraine Army  and defeat the RF in 

the Ukraine and trying to serve as the RKM’s COL top Cutout. (COL = City of London) It 

does seem that the military might of the Pentagon appears to be greatly weakened under the 

invalid non-elected Biden Regime. Israel is already divided and crumbling politically within. 

Sadly, there are many Israelis who are sick of their government’s persecution of Palestinians 

and want peace, but their voices are ignored by the RKM-based govt even when they take to 

the streets and demonstrate. Their desire for peace is not shared by the RKM top leader who 

want to continue using American soldiers as their cannon fodder to destroy many Mideast 

Nations and promotes their exceedingly evil Greater Israel Plan. Of course, they don’t want 

to do the fighting themselves or have their children do it either. 

And Israel is likely being covertly punished for doing 9/11 which they did with help from the 

NeoCons and PNACers in America. After 9/11, the NeoCons and PNACers were warned by 

the US Secret Space War Program that any more such actions would result in Israeli military 

capabilities being turned to dust in short order. 

Without the full military strength of the Pentagon supporting Israeli defense, it is likely they 

will wither up and become notably weak. And if rumors are true, the Nuclear Snake-eaters 

(NEST) folks have supposedly cleaned out all the Israel Nukes stored in various Israeli 

Embassies while they supposedly had “labor problems” and were closed. If true, then it looks 

like their “Samson Option” is now quite limited unless they can manipulate the Pentagon in 

staring a Nuclear War with the RF. 

If these reports on RF superiority are accurate, the Russian Federation now likely has the 

advanced high tech means to completely decapitate NATO/Gladio/DVD in Brussels as well 

as all Israeli defense and nuclear arms using advanced quantum particle weaponry. Anyone 

who doubts this claimed advanced RF weaponry need only check out the USS Donald Cook 

incident when the ship slightly probed Russian defenses and an RF fighter was sent up in 

response. The USS Donald Cook activated and locked on its missile radar systems to follow 

the fighter. The RF pilot’s response was to activate a special wing pod with advanced 

quantum particle physics capability that completely shut off the ship’s power for a period of 

time, leaving it literally dead in the water. 

Not only is it claimed by some that RF missiles have antigravity generating nosecones that 

allow hyper-supersonic speeds without any air resistance, these missiles are hived and 

continually communicate with one another for constant retargeting as any conditions change. 

These missiles can supposedly corkscrew and zig zag and are almost impossible to stop. And 

some insiders believe that the RF has hypersonic torpedos that share these same capabilities 

and small unmanned drone subs that trail most US subs from a distance and are electronically 

cloaked making them difficult to identify. 



One interesting factor appears to be the pre-existing Secret Space War Treaty between the 

America and the RF that they would only use their developed Secret Space War weaponry to 

protect Planet Earth from any Alien Invaders as President Ronald Reagan was quite 

concerned about. Reagan pushed hard to establish their partnership and for the USA to create 

and develop the Deep-Black and Beyond-Black Star Wars weaponry. Are these new 

advanced RF weapons part of a cadre of Secret Space War weaponry or something different 

that the RF developed to deploy during conventional warfare on Planet Earth? 

Why has the COL/RKM been obsessed for over 200 years with destroying Persia (now Iran) 

and Mother Russia? Apparently it is because both Persia and Russia destroyed Khazaria after 

warning the to stop murdering and robbing travelers who passed through Khazaria as a 

central travel nexus. Some insider experts believe that the RKM is still obsessed with forever 

destroying Persia (Iran) and Russia for their destruction of Khazaria in the 1200’s AD. 

Some top insiders are very frightened that as the Russian Federation crushes all Ukrainian 

military efforts, this will mean the complete worldwide end of the Rothschild Khazarian 

Mafia (RKM) and eventually all their Cutouts and traitors to the USA. 

By the time this occurs it may however end up that it is too late and the whole USA will be 

finished as a total collapse of the USD occurs, and RKM/COL efforts to replace it with a pure 

digital system is  unable to succeed. 

There are hundreds of MS-13 now in the USA in our major cities and they have been well 

armed by The Company (also known as the CIA). These monsters were trained by the US 

Army special forces inside the USA and armed by the Fast and Furious Operation run by one 

of the greatest American Traitors and law breakers in history. It is known that The 

Company has been distributing confiscated police weapons from large cities to gang bangers 

for many years, in addition along with their partnership with the drug cartels which they keep 

fighting between themselves so any one of them does not get too powerful. The trademark of 

these MS-13 monsters is tattoos all over their bodies and faces, and a habitual practice of 

chopping up their victims. These animals have lost their very souls and function as savage 

monsters. 

The role of The Company administering drugs to MS-13 to cause this blood thirsty savage 

homicidal attitude is unknown but is suspected based on what insiders have claimed. The first 

experiments done with chemicals that remove the need for sleep for up to a week and made 

soldiers incredibly blood thirsty and savage was done in Vietnam, involved the hallucinogen 

“BZ”. This was described in the movie “Jacob’s Ladder”. According to insider reports this 

experiment to make soldiers hyper aggressive, sleepless, to fight and win no matter what 

failed miserably as those administered the drug turned on each other and murdered all they 

could, yes, even their own fellow soldiers. 

Another similar experiment by The Company was the distribution of “Bath Salts” to drug 

users in certain large West Coast cities. One side effect in addition to the brutal animal like 

aggression of those ingesting this drug toward their victims was the attempt to chew the 

victims face off. As the drug took effect, body temperature  rose quickly and most who 

ingested this quickly removed their clothes before attacking their prey in a psychotic, 

unconscious rage. This was covered up for the most part but did leak into the local press 

somewhat. 

The amazing thing about all these traitorous acts by top Democrats, some RINOs and RKM 

Cutouts (SES boys?) inside America to destroy America will undoubtedly end up with the 



Globalists quickly destroying these traitors as well as all their Cutouts if these Globalists can 

win this war against the RF and the BRICS Nations because they will no longer be needed 

and will become excess baggage. 

The apparent fall back routines that the Globalists and NeoCon/PNACers have is to suddenly 

collapse the economy and monetary system, install a pure digital “Block Chain” monetary 

system, deny use to anyone not following their new rules of expression, to destroy the US 

Constitution and Bill of Rights, and to erode any will of the “We The People” by bringing in 

millions of illegals up to the border in buses and trucks where they are dumped. Obviously 

the Globalists are paying for all this with American money that was fraudulently issued or 

printed at will with no limitations. 

If this fails the final fall back routine of the Globalists is likely to initiate a complete full scale 

ICBM Nuclear war with the RF and BRICS nations, while the top dogs seek safety in 

DUMBs and wait underground for until they can re-establish a new feral system with mostly 

robots and very few humans, which is what they wanted all along anyway. The problem these 

Globalist madmen face is that it is uncertain that their Nukes will work because the RF’s new 

advanced weapons have been rumored to be able to neutralize all of them. 

If on the other hand the RF and the BRICS win this secret colossal battle for world power it 

seems very likely that the American people will want final judgement and justice against all 

their Globalist NWO top Cutouts and Traitors that sold America out, destroyed its Rule of 

Law and Judicial System, destroyed its economy and let in millions of illegals to destroy 

America from top to bottom. 

Many hope that the RF are the good guys here and are responding to the RKM and NATO’s 

aggressions since 2014 and especially to the violation of the Minsk Agreement. However we 

do not know yet for certain what the RF’s long-term agenda is here, or why some of their 

tanks display the letter “Z” on the sides. Could this World War 3 actually be an internecine 

war between different factions of those seeking to run the world by leaders of the RF who 

have their own secret long-term agenda? 

And the final question remains as President Ronald Reagan once posed to the world. Could it 

be that Planet Earth is being attacked by a very advanced alien force that is using Beyond-

Black brain-hacking mass mind control technologies which large segments of the human 

masses have no real defense against? 

The USN Navy Secret Space War people once stated that as soon as they reached “weapons 

parity” with Alien ETs who were malevolent, they would disclose the Alien Presence, 

something many in the Pentagon and the USG/SES do not want. Last year the USN released 

numerous gunsight photos of UFOs and stated more would be coming this year. And the anti-

gravity generator patent of Salvador Pais who invented one meant to generate anti-gravity 

was made public, itself an astounding disclosure. And, there are of course the many 

longstanding rumors about the Beyond-Black “Solar Warden” Secret Space Program. 

Stay tuned because you can bet this whole situation is going to get very interesting soon. 

Obviously, when USG officials have been mind-hacked en masse using Beyond-Black 

advanced particle quantum physics, this would seem incredibly confusing to those who 



remain unhacked and sense how nuts these USG leaders are acting, being so willing to 

destroy America and American society while sitting around in an apparent mass fugue state. 

___ 
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